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Experience the epitome of sophisticati-
on with “ONE,” a collection of handcrafted 
leather artworks by l’atelier. Meticulous-
ly designed frames by Eric Kuster, while 
Kuster’s exclusive “Shades” paint collecti-
on harmoniously matches seven luxurious 
suede colors. “ONE” redefines artistic 
luxury, blending craftsmanship and visi-
onary design into timeless masterpieces. 

The collection excist out of four distinct 
designs, each piece is a unique master-
piece crafted with meticulous artisanship. 
No two artworks are alike, showcasing 
the commitment to individuality and ar-
tisanal excellence that defines “ONE.”

Explore the world of art and craftsmanship 
at L’Atelier Art et Objet! Immerse yourself 
in a journey of creativity and inspiration by 
visiting the website. 

www.l-atelierartetobjet.co.uk

ONE: 
LEATHER ARTISTRY



WRINKLE

Wrinkle, a captivating art piece where leather is 
meticulously folded to create an extra dimen-
sion. Each carefully crafted fold adds a unique 
touch, transforming ‘Wrinkle’ into a tactile mas-
terpiece that invites exploration.



DESERT ROSE

“Introducing ‘Desert Rose,’ a masterpiece craf-
ted with depth and adorned with handmade 
flourishes. Each element is designed, creating 
a visual journey that unfolds with every glance. 
‘Desert Rose’ captivates with its intricate details 
and thoughtful touches, offering a tactile expe-
rience that goes beyond the surface. 



FLOW

Meet Flow: a handcrafted art piece of luxury le-
ather suede. Its fluid, organic lines beautifully 
contrast with bold graphic frames. This mas-
terpiece effortlessly blends soft elegance with 
structured design, offering a captivating visual 
experience.



SKYLINE

Skyline, a captivating artwork that delves into the 
depths of expression. Crafted with detail, this pie-
ce features hand-turned rolls that create a dynamic 
height variation, reminiscent of a city skyline. The in-
terplay of these carefully crafted elements imparts a 
sense of allure, drawing the viewer into a visual jour-
ney that echoes the urban landscape. 
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RETAIL PRICE EX. VAT

* For inquiries regarding custom sizes, please contact us at office@
alphenberg.com. Our team will be delighted to assist you in creating a 
bespoke solution that suits your requirements.
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SPECIFICATIONS

ONE



ONE

LAMB EARTH MOUTON MUSK

WHISPERDODO CARIBOU

Suede specifications 
Type: European bovine hide 
Top layer: Sanded
Thickness: 1.2-1.4 mm 

Curated colors & Leather

suede
suede
suede
suede
suede
suede
suede

Musk
Papyrus
Earth
Mouton
Dodo
Whisper
Caribou

Ash
Dune
Desert
Sage
Quarts
Basalt
Soil

shades leather
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